Narrative
Jon Stewart (JS): You've been involved in health policy and politics right from the beginning of your career. How did you come upon this very personal, narrative approach as a way to discuss something as abstract and academic as health policy?
Fitzhugh Mullan, MD (FM): The first time I thought about it in any conscious way was when I joined the editorial staff of Health Affairs in the latter part of the 1990s and conceived of a column devoted to narrative writing, what we now call the "policy narrative." I realized then that much of what I had written over a number of years was policy narrative, even if I hadn't planned to do it. In my second book, especially, Vital Signs: A Young Doctor's Struggle with Cancer, I was writing about medicine from the other end of the stethoscope, coming from a very personal perspective. So I was a practitioner of the policy narrative long before I'd ever used that word.
A Story of Uncoordinated Care
JS: You wrote a wonderful piece in Health Affairs 1 about the death of your father that spoke very eloquently to the issue of uncoordinated care. Can you recap that story and tell us how you came to write it? FM: Going through what turned out to be a terminal experience with my dad was kind of an eye opener to me in that I lived through some of the concerns that many have expressed about the inefficiency and nonsensical nature of our health care system. It was a meet-your-worst-nightmare experience.
To recap: at age 91, frail but in reasonable shape, my father had gone downhill the previous few years. He had both gallbladder disease and probably a chronically inflamed appendix. He had a superb primary care internist for many years who had retired a couple years before. The new guy wasn't terribly diligent and he particularly didn't like hospital practice, so he had no interest in admitting or in following my dad. His surgeon admitted him, and he spent about two months in the hospital. Because he was old and had multisystem disease, the surgeon asked for a cardiac consult and a pulmonary consult before surgery and a GI consult because it was a GI problem. After the surgery, because of confusion and poor mental status recovery, he had to see a psychiatrist and a neurologist. He picked up an endocrinologist along the way. He had six or seven different internal medicine subspecialists following him, without any coordination, without a general internist in sight. They were all very cordial and fairly diligent, but they didn't talk much to each other, and the notes, which I followed, were legible or not, depending on the doctor.
Fortunately, nothing went way off track. My dad did not do very well. He went to a nursing home where he was cared for very efficiently by general internists and a nurse practitioner, and he died some months later. But the failure of coordination, and the large Medicare bills that piled up with these various subspecialists doing diligent but kind of "smokestack" work, each in their own chimney, was a graphic demonstration of what I think is a major ailment in our system, which is gross inefficiency. That needs to be addressed, and I believe a managed care system with full coordination of care and prudent use of resources would have been far better. Actually, I'm a great fan of Kaiser Permanente (KP) but I think about how we could have an American system that "smelled and tasted American" and worked for the nation, and it would look a lot like KP.
The final word was that my father, as a psychiatrist, had become very involved in medical ethics, particularly as it relates to equity and access to services. And he would have been profoundly discouraged by his own experience, not because it brought him pain or medical calamity, but because it was a terribly wasteful way for him to leave life.
A Good Policy Narrative

JS:
Every hospital probably has 1000 stories to tell every week, but not every one of them is necessarily a good policy narrative. What are the characteristics of a good story that also illuminates health policy issues?
FM: You're right. There are stories happening to us all the time that are instructive, particularly in hospitals, where people are under stress, their lives are at stake.
Admittedly, not every story makes for a good policy narrative, which is an essay form that falls between the editorial and the short story or memoir. There are stories that are powerful because they invoke sentiments and emotions and circumstances that we all recognize and that resonate with us, but they may be absent of any implications for what ought to be done to change things on a policy level. At the other end of the spectrum are editorials which are all about policy, with little or no use of personal experience. The policy narrative falls between those. It calls for the use of the artful or the insightful in a human and personal way, but with a point, so that the reader leaves not just with an engaging story, but with a kind of an "aha moment" based on what happened to Dr Jones or Miss Smith-we really ought to have better gun laws or antismoking rules or better coverage for children.
JS: Some people think storytellers should be "licensed to carry a story" because they can also be dangerously misused. The Harry and Louise TV ads in the early 1990s were in effect very brief stories that managed to kill off the Clinton health reform proposals. We see health care anecdotes being misused all the time in the popular media to discredit managed care practices, for instance. How do you defend the use of the one-off anecdote in serious health policy discussions?
FM: Several responses: The first is we're never going to get away from stories. They are so quintessentially human. From the Neanderthal campfire to the halls of Congress, people have always offered stories to influence other people. But how do you handle the issue of abuse, which you mention? At Health Affairs, we've handled it in a very straightforward way, which is the review process. Stories that are submitted to the "Narrative Matters" column are vetted by the editors first, and if they're deemed in the ballpark, they're then sent out to at least three readers who are chosen because of some knowledge in the field, whether it's aging or pediatric policy or whatever. We also send it to someone who is an established writer and can critique it from that point of view. Now, reviewing is not the world's most scientific process, as we all know. But it achieves a couple things: If people feel that something is way out of town in terms of reality, we at least point it out, and then we can decline the story. And we get a lot of judicious commentary on how to make it stronger or more accurate that we can feed back to the author.
Storytelling and Medicine
JS:
A number of physicians these days are discovering, or rediscovering, the relationship between storytelling and medicine. Because relationships are really at the
